
Enigma of Evolution-

"LIVING FOSSILS" 
The theory of evolution is based on the 
dogma that life forms fend fo change! 
Yet evolutionists cannot explain why 
many animals and plants in the modern 
world are essentially the same as their 

ancestors which supposedly existed mil
lions of years ago! These "living fossils" 
refute the very basis of evolution-an un
proved and unprovable theory which is 
the foundation of modern education! 

TH E TIME: late 1938. A commercial 
fisherman is surprised to find a 
srrange·looking deep-sea fish in 

his day's catch. He has never before seen 

anything like it! Lirrle does be realize 
that this one fish will shock the entire 
scientific world! 

Within a short time scientists iden
tified it as a Coelacamh (seal' .ah-camh) 

-supposedly extinct millions of years 
ago! 

Amazes tbe Experts 

Since 1938, Other specimens of this 
fish have been capcured and kept alive 

briefly. They have been exhaustively 
scudied by scientists. 

One scientist, in shocked amazement, 
stated: "Throughour the hundreds of 
millions of years the Coelacanths have 

kept the same form and structttre. Here 
is one of the GREAT MYSTER1ES of 

evolution .. . . " ( "The Coelaeamh," by 
Jacques Millot; Scientific Americatt; 
Dec., 1955; page 37 ; emphaliI Ott'" 

throu.ghout the article. ) 
Indeed it is a "great myscery"-to 

the evol1#io1l.iJt/ Why have the Coela-
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eamh and many other types of life 
/lOt evolved? lVhy-if the widely held 
theory of evolurion is true-hasn't the 

Coelacanch changed? The theories of 
evolu tionary science allow chern MrL

LIONS of years to change! Yet cbey defy 

al1 the rime so generously given to 

them by the evolutionists. They refuse 
to conform to chis "scientific" theory. 

And no wonder! It is JUSt a theory-an 

idea---of men to explain a crearion 
\vithout the CreatOr! 

Other Unchanged Life Forms 

The Coelaeanth is only ODe among 
mmtJ1 life forms which have shown 

little or no change from their ancestors 
which evolutionists claim lived mil

lions of years ago. Notice some other 
animals which defy the evolutionary 

concept. 
Have you ever noticed how difficult 

it is to destroy cockroaches? Well , you 
need ro understand [hac cockroaches, ac

cording to evolu tionists, have been 
around for a very long dme. Cock

roaches, say the evolutionary scientists, 
"still exist in much [he same form" as 

they did 250,000,000 years ago! ("In
sects in Amber"; Scietztific American; 

Nov., 1951 ; page 57 .) 
Bur wait! IF cockroaches have been 

on the earth for 250,000,000 years, why 
haven't they chfl1tged? Could it be) asks 
many a scientist secretly) that evolution 

is not [rue? 
Emphatically YES! Evolution cannot 

account for these facts. The great lengths 

of time assigned to these creatures are 
pure fiction-invented by men who have 
refused to keep God in their knowledge. 

Nerice the witness of the common 
black ant. Her exact kind would have 

invaded your picnic basket and spoiled 
your fun even millions of years ago, 

according CO evolutionary ideas. Fossils 
of [he commOn black ant (Formica 
fwca) have been found in remains 

scientists assume are 70,000,000 yeaH 
old/ (Scie1lti[ic A'mericdn; Nov., 1951; 

page 58. ) 
In fact, as this same article admits: 

" ... by and large the insect population 
of today remains re'markabty Jimitar to 
tbat of the earlier age [the 'Oligocene' 
which supposedly began about 70,000,. 

A reproduction of the first specimen 
caught of the "living fossil" called 
Coelacanth. Evolutionists were shocked 
when they discovered this fish-even 
more surprised that it has not evolved 
as their theory requires! The Coelacanth 
is one of the many jiving proofs that 
the theory of evolution exists only in 
the wild imagination of men who have 
not liked to retain God 's Word in their 
knowledge (Rom. 1,18-2 3). 
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000 years agol. All the maior orders of 
insects now livitlg were .,epresented in 
the a1lcient Oligoce1le forest. Some of the 
specific types have persisted throughom 
the 70 million years since then with 
little or no change ... " (pages 60-61). 

Fact after fact disproves the idea that 
life is evolving. Scientists are being 
forced ro admit their findings do ?lot 
agree with their theories. Sut they rey 
their best to suppress these facts so their 
basic theory of evolution won't look 
tmscientific! 

Now notice this. Fossils of the dragon
fly almost exactly .,esembling the 
modern-day dragonfly appear in rocks 
the scientists have called "]urassic." 
These rocks, according co evolutionary 
theories, were laid down about 170,-
000,000 yearJ ago! ("The Dragonfly: 
Fossil on Wings"; Scie1lce Digest; May, 
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1961; page 6. ) Why no change? 

Trilobite Partner Found Unchanged! 

Anocher amazing discovery rhat was 
to jolr rhe scientific world came in rhe 
1950·s. A deep-sea mollusk INeopilina 
galatheae) was recovered off the coast 
of Central America ar a depth of abom 
two miles! "Its fossil relarives have been 
discovered in rocks estimated to be 
some 350 million. years old, where they 
are ... with the trilobites" (Essentials 
of Earth HiJtory, page 431). 

The trilobites are recognized by sci
entists as among the earliest inhabitants 
on the earth! But, if chey are so ancient, 
why haven't these mollusks found as
sociated with the trilobites evolved? 
This is only one of the quescions that 
cannor be answered by the popular 
evolutionary theory. 
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These mollusks were supposed to 

have become extinct about 280,000,000 
years ago.' ("New Missing Link Dis
covered," by Semley Glass; Science; 
July 26, 1957: page 158.) Yet, we find 
(heir kind !till living-and in essential
ly the same form as their first represen
ratives on the earth! 

These long ages were i1we1J.ted to 

SliPPOf( the theory of evolution. But 
even these vast ages cannot account for 
"living fossils"! Instead, (hese "living 
fossils" only show the cotal fruitlessness 
of tbe imaginary long ages! These so
called "millions" of years actually dis
prove evolution. 

How? 
The evolutionist needs millions of 

years to al10w for evolutionary changes. 
The more time the evolutionist assigns 
to these so-called "long ages," the more 

The Cycad, photographed on the Pasadena Ambassador 
College grounds, is another "living fossil." The world before 
man was so universally filled with various forms of this plant 
that evolutionists call one whole geological era the "Age of 
Cycads." God did not provide the present world, which He 
made for man, with an abundance of Cycads. The Cycads, 
which ore only for beauty, are limited today to the tropics. 

Botanists confess that the Ginkgo tree is another "living 
fossil." (leaves of this tree are pictured above.) The present
day Ginkgo trees reveal no evolution has taken place, even 
though the theory of evolution assumes they have had 
millions of years to evolve! Several forms of the Ginkgo tree 
living today are exactly the same as most of the pre-Adamic 
forms! (Plant Classification, lyman Benson, p. 519.J 
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, Dictionary says that a "living fossil" is "an animal 
or plant that has remained essentially unchanged from 
earlier geological times and whose near relatives are usually 
extinct." It is evident from God's Word and from the study 
of geology that, in general, "living fossils" are forms of life 
which have lived in the world before man was created and 
are still represented on the earth today. The Coelacanth and 
the Tuatara, above, are examples of such "living fossils." 
Evolutionary ideas would have us believe the ancestors of 
"living fossils" existed millions of years ago. Anyone who 

believes such an idea must confess that evolution is NOT true! 
For, if the ancestors of "living fossils" existed millions of 
years ago, then why have the living representatives on the 
earth today shown little or no change all of these supposed 
MIlliONS of yeors? 
Dinosaurs, in the above chart, would not be considered 
"living fossils" as no living representatives have been found 
on the earth today. Also, Man would not qualify as Q "living 
fossil" because evolutionary ideas limit Man's existence on 
the earth to a recent period of geologic history. 

time he gives "living fossils" CO fail co 
evolve! The evolutionist is actually dis
proving his own theory by devising 
these long ages! 

Reptile Defies Change 

On some small offshore islands near 
New Zealand another true "living 
fossil" is found. It is the tuatara or 
Sphel1odon. Scientists admit: "The 
skeleton of a reptile found in the Juras
sic deposits of Europe is so nearly 
identical with that of the living matara 
that 'very little cbange in the bony 
structure must have taken place during 
a period of 150,000,000 years" ("The 
Tuatara: Why is it a Lone Survivor?" 
by Charles M. Bogen; Scientific 
Monthly; March, 1953; page 167). 

Notice the great problem this pre
sents co the evolutionists who would 
have us believe their dogma. One fact 
after another has clearly shown-though 

evolutionists have refused to realize 
[heir vital significance-that life forms 
definitely have not evolved, but have 
remained persistently and striki1'l,gly 
THE SAME! 

In 1910 Charles B. Walcott dis
covered on the slope of Mount Wapta 
near the town of Field, British Colum
bia, a bed of rock which scientists have 
dubbed "Middle Cambrian." This rock 
would be, according to the evoltttionary 
theory, nearly 500,000,000 years old! 
From this thin bed of rock 130 well
preserved species of sea creatures were 
found. To their utter amazement, scien
tists discovered that some of the fossil 
remains of these sea creatures match 
present-day sea life! (Historical Geol
ogy, Dunbar, pages 122-124.) 

Why haven't these creatures of the 
sea evolved? If evolution is true, why 
have they remained confined to the 
oceans? The postulated figure of one-

half billion years is indeed a long time 
for them to remain unchanged! 

Paleontologists and geologists have 
discovered literally hundteds of life 
forms which have remained vircually 
unchanged from their fossil ancestors. 
Many more specific examples could be 
given, such as the Ginkgo tree, the 
Cycads, the Sequoias, and other plam 
life. (NOtice the pictures and drawings 
accompanying this article. ) 

Something is drastically wrong wirh 
the evolutionary theory! If these fossils 
which match modern-day life forms are 
millions of years old, we find the theory 
of evolution straining to account for 
their continued unchanged existence. 

Evolutionary science has great diffi
culty explaining how such animals as 
the crocodiles, sea lizards, and water 
monitors could exist for millions of 
years without significant change! 

It is no wonder that evolutionists 
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The above drawing of a Psilotale il 
lustrates a plant which scientists confess 
are "primitive plants, wh ich have ap
parently persisted for millions of years 
in more or less their present simple 
state ... " (College Botany, Fuller & 
Tippo, p . 748). If evolution is true, why 
haven 't these "primitive " {what's primi 
tive about them?} and "sim ple" (what's 
simple about them?) plants developed 
into more complex forms of life? Why 
do we have these so-called "simple" 
forms of life on the earth today if life 
is evolving into more and more "com
plex" forms? Plants such as the Psi
lotales illustrate how illogical and ridic 
ulous the theory of evolution really is . 

m1lJt say: "We marvel at these veterans 
of the struggle for existence and seek 
to understand why they have survived 
while their COntemporaries have long 
ago vanished. The secrets of their suc
cess may be difficult to uncover or to 

understand, for there seems to be no 
common characteristic that accounts for 
their survival" (Eue1J.tials of Earth His
,or)', page 431 ). 

What were their "secrets of success"? 
W h" have "their cOntemporaries .. . 
long ago vanished" while these "living 
fossils" have survived? The Bible
God's revelation co mankind-reveals 
the starrling answer! 

God's Word Answers 

When God created man about 6000 
years ago, He created a complete en
vironment suited for the needs of man. 
He created a vast array of plants and 
animals which provide the vegetables, 
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fruits, grains, and meat man needs in 
order co survive and to conduct a pro
ductive life. 

The concurrent atticle in this issue 
"GEOLOGY Reveals: Two CREATION5-

TWO World-Wide FLOODS" wi ll demon
strate-in detail-how the earth HAS 

witnessed twO world-wide destructions. 
After reading and studying this article, 
ir will be apparent why the "long ages" 
geologists use are, in realiry, only imag
inary. The rock layers were laid down 
quickly and each reveals certain forms 
of life only because life was destroyed 
and buried in a relati-ve order-varying 
types of sea life first, then types of land 
life. The vase "long ages" assigned to 

(hese rocks become meaningless, The 
rocks reveal ouly the order i1t which life 
died in each of these two ,world·wide 
catas/t·ophes. 

Realizing these facts, we can easily 
understand the meaning of "living fos
sils:' Some animals, such as the dino
saurs, lived fundamentally before the 
crear ion of man. Their world was 
brought to an end by a violent destruc
tion. 

Then, about 6000 years ago, God 
brought the earth our of the shambles 
it had been thrown into by this destruc
tion. In six li'eral days, God filled the 
earth wirh a suitable and pleasing en
vironment for man. (Write for our 
free anicle entirled "How long Were 
the Days of Creation?" if you do nor 
understand that Genesis 1 is speaking 
of literal 24-houI days. ) 

Some plants and animals were created 
for BOTH worlds-both the world be
fore man and the world of man. ( Psalm 
104: 29·30. ) Some life has lived only in 
the world before man. Other forms of 
life are characreristic only of man's 
6000 years of existence on the earth. 
Man)' of the IfUvi1lg tOHils" are merely 
plants and a1limals which have lived in 
BOTH worlds! 

Scientists who discover the fossil 
relatives of these planes and animals 
with dinosaur and orher extinct forms 
assume the fossils must be millions of 
yeats old because they have alread)l 
asstt1ned dinosaurs existed and became 
extinct millions of years ago! 

The life forms which have lived in 
BOTH worlds-the world before man 
and rhe world of man-SHOW LITILE 
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OR NO CHANGE IN THEIR STRUCTURE! 

A sl ight change within a "kind" is nor 
evolution. Let us understand why. 

"Missing Links" 

Many become confused chinking che 
Genesis "kind" is always synonymous 
with a "species." JUSt whac is a "spe
cies"?-a "kind"? Actually, "species" is 
synonymous with "breed" or '·variety.'· 

Roses are a kind. America1z Bemet)' is 
a variety of rose. All varieties of roses 
come from an original "kind" of rose. 
The original kind has varied but its de
scendants are still roses. A member of 
che rose kind can never produce a rulip 
or an oak. 

The Bible shows us we must distin
guish the man ki11d from rhe ape kitJd 
the oak ki1zd from rhe rose ki11d and 
other Genesis kinds. God created ani
mals and planrs with a limited range 
of variation for good reason. Variation 
adds beaury to the world, allows life to 
adapt to wide ranges of climates, food 
supplies, modes of living, ecc. God is 
1J,Qt the author of monotony! 

There are definite bou.l1ds which [he 
Genesis "kinds" cannm cross. We can 
expect some variatio1Z within the dif

(Pleafe con,intl. on page 24) 

The Equisetum (horsehair) plant found 
practically all around the world is an
other "living fossil." Its kind has sup
posedly existed for hundreds of millions 
of years-yet without evolving I (See 
pages 774-775 of College Botany by 
Fuller & Tippo.) 



GEOLOGY Reveals: 

Two CREATIONS-Two 
World-Wide FLOODS 

Here is startling proof-from the Bible and geology-demon
strating not only two widely separat.ed creations, but two 
world-wide destructions! Few have understood this astonishing 

truth! Now, it stands revealed for al/ to see! 

Now for the first rime, one of 
hiscocy's most fascinating stories 
cao be cold. The KEY to under· 

standing the amazing histOry of the 
earth has been discovered. 

Contrary to what millions have been 
led to believe-the (rue facts of science 
and the truth of your Bible agree! 

Theologians have long kept hidden 
this surprising truth. It conflicts with 
their theology. Atheistic professors have 
suppressed it. Science has refused [0 be· 
lieve it, 

Only a few understand where rhe 
key which unlocks the amazing geologic 
history of the earth is. It has been in the 
first two verses of y0114' Bible all these 
years-and you probably never noticed 
it. 

The FOUNDATION of Knowledge 

The very first truth revealed in your 
Bible is: /tIn the begimting God created 
rhe heaven and rhe earth" (Gen. 1: 1) . 
This earth was created so perfeer, so 
beautiful, that "the morning stars [the 
angels-Rev. 1:20) sang for joy" (Job 
38:7 ) . 

Yet the very next inspired verse of 
your Bible reveals that this perfect 
earth was destroyed by a terrible ca· 
tastrophe! Genesis 1:2 reveals, "And the 
earth was without form, and void." 

The original Hebrew word, which the 
King James translators translated "was" 
in verse two, ought to be translated 
"became." It is so translated in Genesis 
19:26, in Genesis 2:7, and in many 
other verses of the Bible. Turn to the 
example in Genesis 19:26. In this verse 
the same Hebrew word which is in· 
correctly translated Ilwasll in Genesis 1: 2 
is here correctly translated 1/ became.1I 
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Notice, God warned Lot and his wife 
nor ro look behind as they escaped from 
the burning city of Sodom. Lot's wjfe 
disobeyed this command and looked 
back longingly ar the wicked ciry of 
Sodom, "She became a pillar of sal,' 
(v. 26). 

Obviously, Lot's wife had not always 
been a pillar of salt! But when she 
sinned, she became a pillar of salt. 

In like manner, the earth wasn't 
originally created a waste and in can· 
fusion! The correct translation of Gene· 
sis 1: 2 from the original inspired He
brew makes clear: "The earth BECAME 
without form, and void." 

This truth is further brought Out 

when we note in Genesis 1: 2 that the 
English "without form" was translated 
from the original Hebrew word "cohu," 
which means "desolation" or "confu· 
sian." Is God the author of confusion? 

The Apostle Paul was inspired to 
write: "God is nOt the author of con
fusion" (I Cor. 14:33). 

Isaiah said, "He [God) created ir 
[the eanh] not in vain ["cohu" in He
brew-chat is, not in chaos and confu
sion),' (Is • . 45:18). It became that 
way! 

"The Scripcure cannOt be broken" 
(John 10 :35 ) . The All-wise Crearor, 
then, did not first create the eanh as a 
waste and in confusion. The only logical 
conclusion is that God's perfect crea· 
tion later became a desolate ruin! 

This truth is again made clear when 
we note that the English word "void" 
was translated from the original Hebrew 
word "hohu," which means an "indis
tinguishable ruin." 

The correct translation of the first 
two verses of Genesis should read, "In 

the beginning God created the heaven 
and the earth. 

"And the earth BECAME without form 
(desolation, in confusion). and void (an 
indistinguishable ruin). and darkness 
was upon the face of the deep. 

"And rhe Spirir of God moved upon 
the face of the waters" (Gen. 1: 1-2). 

Why Pre-Adamic Earth Created 

It is a surprise to many to learn that 
before this earth was ever created (Job 
38:4-7 ), God created millions of angels 
ro carry our His rule (Heb. 1:7-14). 

God placed rhe great cherub Lucifer 
in charge of the angels on earth. God 
revealed to him His great purpose to add 
new members to the God Family. 

God rold Lucifer about His purpose 
to place MAN on the earth and to 

create in him holy, righteous character 
by teaching MAN ro obey His holy, 
righteous laws. (If you do not fully 
understand God's Plan, send for the 
fascinating free booklet, Why W 8re 
YOtt Born? ). 

But Lucifer decided God was all 
wrong. Lucifer rebelled. Lucifer was not 
content to remain a servant of the God 
Family (lsa. 14:12-15 ; Ezek. 28:13-18). 
He did not want mere flesh-and-blood 
roan to eventually rise over him in au· 
thority and power as a member of the 
God Family. 

Lucifer aJlowed his mind to become 
filled with bitterness and hate. 

He persuaded one third of the angels 
to join him in an open attempt to seize 
God's throne. Lucifer attacked the King
dom of God and attempted ro take 
God's place as Supreme Ruler of the 
whole universe (lsa. 14: 13-14). 

Lucifer and his army of demons were 
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An illustration of what the earth was like in the age before Mon. That world was 
different! It was under the authority of angels who were ordained to preserve 
and prepare it for Mon. The angels, under lucifer, rebelled. The world ended in 
chaos as a consequence. In seven days it was re-created for Mon. 

totally defeated. Christ said, "1 bebeld 
Satan as lightning fall from heaven" 
(Luke 10 :18) . 

The All-wise Creator cast the devil 
Lucifer and his rebellious angels down 
to earth. Lucifer became Satan, the 
Devil. His angels became demented 
spirit beings, called demons. 

Notice carefully! During that great 
battle between God's army and Satan 
and his demons, the beautiful earch 
BECAME a cosmic wreck.' A perfect 
creation became a desolation. (To help 
you further understand, send for the 
free anicles, "Did God Create a DEVIL?" 
and "Who--What-Was Jesus Before 
His Human Birth?") 

Why Geologists Don't Understand 
Geology 

Geologists can never understand rhe 
factS of geology. They refuse to acknowl-

edge that during the rebellion of Satan 
and his demons againsr God, the pre
Adamic earth was desrroyedl This knowl
edge makes clear wby the strange world 
of dinosaurs, flying reptiles, and all the 
other strange plants and animals of that 
age were first suddenly buried in sedi
menrary rocks and in the older coal 
seams. 

Neither can geologists understand the 
fans of geology until they realize that 
Noah's Flood buried the remains of mao, 
warm-blooded mammals and many other 
creatures as fossils in overlying sedi
mentary rocks. These post-Adamic de
posits, in most cases, were laid down on 
tOp of the sedimentary rocks formed by 
the pre-Adamic catastrophe! Sometimes 
the deposits from Noah's Flood were 
laid down on the original rock surface of 
the earth and earlier deposits were later 
washed in by the Rond and covered them 
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in an inverted order. 
Once we know what the Bible reveals 

-that a pre-Adamic creation was de
suoyed by a world-wide catastrophe be
cause of the sin of Satan and his angelic 
followers-we can understand the geo
logic history of the earth. 

Proof of Pre-Adamic Flood 

Notice the true facts of geology. Tbe 
pre-Adamic catastrophe involved water. 
Laid down first by the swirling waters 
were the smaller sea creatures. They 
appear in the deepest sed.imentary layers. 
The larger creatures of the land, by com
parison, were able to flee to the higher 
hills. They were not drowned umil the 
rising floodwaters spread over, then 
covered, the emire earth. 

Evolutionary geologists have discerned 
proof of this pre-Adamic flond. They 
know that rising floodwaters first swept 
up the ocean-bottOm dwellers, the trilo
bites and the brachiopods, and other 
shell creatures of the sea. These ocean
bottom dwellers were scattered over wide 
areas. Later other sedimentary rocks with 
land life were laid down on tOp of them. 

That is exactly why fossils of sea 
creatures, such as the trilobite, suddenly 
appear as fossils in the deepeJt sedi
mentary rocks. 

Not knowing the Bible reveals a pre
Adamic catastrophe destroyed all life, 
an amazed evolutionary geologist ex
claimed, " ... the sudden appeara1lce of 
ABUNDANT FOSSILS in the Cambrian 
[lowest rocks in which life is found] 
is remarkable" (Dunbar, Historical 
Geology, p. 125). [Emphasis ours in en
tire article.] 

Why were these evolutionary geolo
gists astOunded to discover that complex 
fossils appear suddenly in the deepesr 
sedimentary rocks? 

The theory of evolution bas led the 
geologists co assume the older and deeper 
rocks were laid down over many mil
lions of years. They assumed that in 
the deepest rocks they would find very 
simple fossil remains of evolving forms. 

Obviously, because of the theory of 
evolution they expected to find simple 
fossil forms char clearly showed the 
steps of evolution taking place. Be
cause evolution has never raken place. 
they failed to find simple pre-trilobite 
forms! 
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As tbe well-known evoludonary 
geologist Stokes said, It ••• we do not 
understand why fossils of marine in
vertebrates (without backbones) sud
denly became plentiful . . ." (StOkes, 
Esse"';al} of Earth Hi}tory, p. 186). 

Why can't they understand? 
These geologists have been taught 

to believe fossils were laid down gradu
ally over incomprehensibly long periods 
of time. They have also been taught to 
believe these fossils evolved from some 
other simpler fossil forms. They are 
astounded that these simple forms can't 
be found. Yet they will nOt give up 
their cherished rheory though proven 
wrong! 

We proved in a previous article why 
fossils on a world-wide scale can only be 
laid down by a wocld-wide flood. It is 
obviolls therefore that the fossil forms 
appear suddenly in the lower and deeper 
rocks because a pre-Adamic destruction 
buried them first! 

There is no possible way to explain 
this SUDDEN death of many complex 
creatures in the botrom layer of the 
earth's sedimentary rocks other chan by 
the obvious fact that a pre-Adamic 
destruCtion by water suddenly buried 
these fossil forms. 

Proof of Rising Floodwaters 

The fir" sedimentary deposits geolo
gists have found are composed of fine 
pardcles with few signs of buried life. 
This is the natural accumulation of ero
sion in the pre-Adamic world before tbe 
terrible catastrophe occurred. 

Suddenly the deposits become coarser 
and comain many fossils. The borrom
dwellers of the ocean were usually 
buried first in the deepeSt layers of 
sediment. Then the rising floodwaters 
of rhat first destruction buried the 
plants along the shore line. 

Dunbar reports that geologists have 
found in the next higher sedimemary 
layer, "fragmems of land plams" and 
also fossil forms of "scorpions and mil
lipeds" (Hi"orical Geology, p. 171). 

Did these land planes and scorpions 
and millipeds evolve over long eons of 
time from the trilobites? No! All the 
fossil record proves is [hat they suddenly 
died! 

If life evolved, why did feathered 
wings (and many other features) appear 
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fishes 

The world God created for Man. Notice the strota of the pre-Adamic world buried 
beneath. This world was loter overwhelmed by the Flood in Noah's day-which 
deposited many species now extinct in another layer of fossils. From the limited 
number of creatures in the ark , the warld of today has been repopulated. 

in fossil life FULLY DEVELOPED? Why 
haven't we found fossil remains of 
transition stages bc[Ween leather wings 
of the Bying reptiles and the feathered 
wings of birds? 

Why have evoluoonisrs and geologiStS 
failed to discover the fossil remains of 
one single imerrnediare species, yet they 
have discovered multiple millions of 
fossils which are strictly classified under 
well-defined kinds? 

If life did evolve slowly from the 
simple to the complex, then there would 
have been a far gcearer number of inter
mediate states or varieties than of the 
fixed species! 

As the rising floodwaters began to 
sweep upward, small shore-line planes 
and animals were next buried and be
came fossils. The geologic record dem
onstrares that as the pre-Adamic flood
waters continued to rise, vast numbers 
of scaleless fishes were soon buried in the 
mud and silt which settled down to 

make the next higher sedimentary layers. 
So many fossilized fish are found in 

the rocks laid down by this Stage of the 
pre-Adamic destruction that geologists 
claim these so-called Devonian rocks 
were laid down in "the Age of Fishes" 
(StOkes, p. 227). There was no "Age of 

(Please conti111tC 01'J. page 22) 
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Two CREATIONS-Two FLOODS 
(Continued from page 19) 

Fishes"--only a rime when fish died In 

Vast numbers in the sea, 

Rising Flood Devastates Jungles 

The caging floodwaters which were 
bue a pare of this pre·Adamic destruc
tion rose higher and higher, engulfing 
the jungles and lowlands. This catastro
phe engulfed and uprooted whole for
eStS, Plane remains often were washed 
into huge piles, covering them with 
deep layers of mud and silt. These 
masses of vegecable remains later were 
crushed by the weight of the mud and 
silt. 

Today we know them as the coal 
beds of the so-called Paleozoic rocks. 

Coal Formed by Pre-Adamic Flood! 

Do geologists know that coal was 
formed by this pre-Adamic flood? 

The evolueionary geologist, StOkes, 
makes this surprising statement, "Even 
though all the biological, geographic, 
and climatic factors were favorable, coal 
still could nOt form unless plant debris 
was submerged and buried by sediments" 
(Euemials of Earth History, p. 216). 

In orher words, this evolutionary 
geologist admitted 'coal can be formed 
only when huge masses of crees and 
plants have been swept up by onrushing 
floodwaters and covered up with layers 
of mud and silt. 

Stokes explained why coal beds COULD 

NOT have been formed by the swamp 
forests and jungles alternately rising 
above and sinking below the seas over 
a long period of time. This fiction, 
however, is stilJ caught in school. 

He said, "Nor could the land have 
alternately risen and sunk, because a 
bed of coal to be preserved mllSt re· 
main permalleutly buried and, of COUIse, 
could nor survive exposure to erosion" 
(Euetltials of Eartb Hiltory, p. 216). 

Stokes also admitted, "Obviously more 
rhan a heavy growth of vegetarion is 
required for coal-formation. The plane 
debris must be buried, compressed, and 
protected from erosion and from in
tensive metamorphism" (Essentials of 
Eanb History, p. 215). 

In other words, the only possible way 
coal beds can be formed is for great 
quantities of plam marter to be washed 
together, deposited in one SpOt and 
chen quickly covered over with heavy 
layers of mud and sand, which compress 
the huge piles of plant remains into 
coal. 

\X1orld travelers know that coal is 
not being formed in the jungles of the 
earth coday. Plam life dies, decays and 
rots imo humus. It is obvious that coal 
is not now being formed! 

Before coal can be formed, plant re· 
mains muse nor only be covered quickly 
to prevem decay, but must be covered 
deep enough so that the massive weight 
of miUions of tOOS of sedimenc wi1l 
transform the carbon of these planes 
inca coaL 

That pre.Adamic destruction is the 
only possible means by which the hard 
coals found on earrh today could have 
been formed. 

What greater proof of a world-wide 
pre-Adamic flood do evolutionary geolo
gists need before they wiU admit that 
rhe true facts of science agree with the 
simple, plain truth of God's Word? 

Rising Floodwaters Wash Away 
the Plains 

Whar would you naturally expect ro 
find preserved as fossils as the waters 
rose over rhe hills and plains? The fast
est·running animals would flee to the 
tOps of the highest hills before being 
drowned. Note also that larger animals 
would Aoat longer than small bur com
pararively heavier animals, such as rrilo
bires. 

Wouldn't you expect flying reptiles 
to be able to escape the rising flood
warers longer than rhe hard-shelled sea 
forms? 

That is JUSt what happened! 
Stokes states that in rhe so·called 

Jurassic-a later seage of char destruc
tion-". . . learhery·winged reptiles 
called 'pterodactyls' tOok to rhe air" 
(Euentials of Earth History, p. 278). 
Realize these flying reptiles were nOt 
evolving into birds, as evolutionists 
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assume-bur were beginning to fall 
imo tbe floodwaters and be buried to 

become fossils! 

Dinosaurs Exterminated 

Dunbar also said, "Dinosaurs were 
now in rheir heyday .. . " (Historical 
Geolog)', p. 306). What he should have 
said was thar in the larer stages of the 
pre-Adamic flood-as the floodwaters 
reached rhe higher hills-the dino
saurs were rapidly exterminated and 
buried and became fossils. 

Dunbar unwittingly referred to rhis 
pre-Adamic destruction when he said, 
"Throughout the long Mesozoic Era . .. 
reptiles completely dominated life on 
the earth; but at its close their dynasty 
SUDDENLY COLLAPSED" (Historical 
Geology, p. 404). 

Another geologist voiced his amaze· 
ment. Walther called this sudden de
struction of the dinosaurs" '(he time of 
the great dying'" (Dunbar, Historical 
Geology, p. 348). 

The evolutionary geologiSt G. G. 
Simpson made clear that geologists don't 
understand what happened. He said, 
" ... , the mOst puzzling event in the 
history of life on the earth ... is the 
change from the Mesozoic, Age of Rep
tiles, to the . . . Age of Mammals" 
(from "Mammals and land Bridges," 
!lVashi1lgtm, Acad. Sci. 10Ilr., Vol. 30, 
pp. 137-163). 

Geologists recognize that something 
drastic occurred during the time the 
upper rocks of the pre-Adamic age (the 
so-called Mesozoic Era) were laid down. 
They fail to realize that chese rocks were 
LAID DOWN SUDDENLY instead of over 
an assumed 500 millions of years. Nor 
having the FOUNDATION of all knowl
edge, the [ruth of the Bible, rhey utterly 
fail CO grasp the fact rhat a world-wide 
pre·Adamk flood. SUDDENLY extermi
nared a1l plants and animals. They 
guessed wrong by nearly SOO million 
years! 

Puzzled Geologists 

When Dunbar said, " ... the reptilian 
hordes gave way to a specracular rise of 
warm-blooded vertebrates" (Historical 
Geolog)', p. 336), he failed to realize 
that he had discovered evidence that a 
world-wide catascrophe had extermi
nated these reptilian hordes and that 
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God later re-created the world of MAN 

and (he MAMMALS. 

All evolutionary geologists recognize 
that something MaJtic occurred during 
the time the upper rocks of the pre
Adamic age were being laid down. But 
because they won't look in their Bibles 
they can't understand WHAT HAPPENED! 

Properly understood, boeh ehe Bible 
and geology clearly prove a world-wide 
catastrophe destroyed the pre-Adamic 
creation. Evolutionary geologists today 
find fossil remains of that age in the 
deeper and older sedimentary rocks. The 
fossi l record makes clear that the smaller 
animals were bUIied before [he larger, 
faster-running animals which fled the 
onrushing water ro higher ground. 

Age of Pre-Adamic World 
NOT Revealed 

Because the Bible doesn't tell us, we 
do not know how long the earth re
mained a paradise--or how long the 
water-covered rui n lasted. The world is 
certainly old, but God would not have 
allowed the desolation to long remain. 

Bur the Bible does reveal that almost 
6,000 yea" ago God ,"-c,"ared and ,e
fashioned the earth in a literal week of 
7 days. He placed Adam and Eve and 
the plants and animals of today on this 
earth and commanded them to "be 
fruitful, and multiply. and REPLENISH 

ehe earch" (Gen. 1:28). 
Only 1656 yea" afeer Adam and Eve 

were created, their descendants became 
so wicked that God again destroyed the 
world wieh ehe Flood of Noah's day. 

All living breathing creatures of this 
second creation, of the time of Adam 
and Eve, were destroyed, except Noah 
and his fami ly and the animals that were 
prOtected in the Ark. 

Noah's Flood, which occurred in 2370-
2369 B.C., left an entirely differem set of 
sedimentary layers and fossils than did 
the destruction that is described in 
verse [wo of the first chapter of Genesis. 
These twO different and distinct sets of 
sedimentary layers and the ir fossi ls came 
from twO entirely different periods of 
time in the earth's histOry. 

You can readily tell the difference 
between rocks of the pre·Adamic world 
and the sedimentary rocks laid down 
by Noah's Flood. The pre-Adamic rocks 
are usually so hard they can be dug 
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of fossil bones from the early post-Flood period_ Geologists designate 
as " Quaternary." Fossil slab is on loan to the University of Nebraska. 

iora only with cutting cools and dyna
mite. Bur the sedimentary rocks laid 
down by Noah's Flood can in general 
still be dug into whh a pick and shovel. 

Geologisrs have found fossils of cold
blooded repeiJes in ehe older and deeper 
rocks, but in the newer rocks geologists 
find foss ils primarily of waem-blooded 
mammals associated with man's world. 
Of course, cereain cold-blooded rep
tiles were re-created. Even a few dino
Slur-like reptiles may have reappeared 
in the second creation (see The Genesis 
Flood, by Whiecomb and Morris). 

Juse as in ehe pre-Adamic flood, 
Noah·s Flood also buried ehe heavy
shelled sea life first, chen the smaller 
animals that could nOt Bee fast enough 
co escape the rising floodwaters, Finally, 
JUSt as in the pre·Adamic catastrophe, 
the raging floodwaters in Noah's day 
engulfed ehe veey biggese and faseest 
animals ehae bad fled co ehe cop of ehe 
highese hi lls. 

Noah's Flood Buries Shell 
Creatures First 

The evolutionary geologists again un
wi([ingly teiJ the scory. Stirton said, 
"In sheltered areas on the fine silty 
bOttOm of the oceans, where wave action 
was gready reduced, species of the gas
[[opod T urrirella (small sea-shell forms) 
occurred in abundance" (Time l Life and 
Man, p. 307) . 

The truth is nor that they were evolv-

ing in abundance, but rather they were 
being buried by ehe millions-SUDDEN
Ly-by Noah's Flood. 

As the waters of N oah's Flood rose, 
slighrly larger eypes of animals were 
caught up in the swirling waters and 
deposited in the next highest sedimen
tary layers. Dunbar said that among the 
animals were DTMlNUTIVE horses, 
SMALL hornless rhinoceroses, equally 
SMALL titanotheres, TINY cameloids. tbe 
first oreodons, SQUlRREL·LiKE rodents, 
bats, and SMALL primates. None of these 
anained a considerable size, and the larg
esc would hardly have seood waise-higb 
co a man" (Hi,ro"cal Geology, p. 428). 

Evolutionists misinterpret this evi
dence and claim the fossil remains of 
these small mammals are proof these 
mammals were evolving from the small
er [Q the larger. 

These slighdy larger animals were 
still tOO small to flee the rapidly rising 
waeers of Noah's Flood for long. They, 
toO, were caught up in the rising flood
waters and covered with mud and silr, 
ae mos< a few days afeer ehe heavy-shelled 
forms were buried. Yet geologists theo
rize that millions of years elapsed be
tween the twO deeper layers laid down 
by Noab's Flood. 

Rather than prove evolution took 
place, the fossi ls prove evolution did not 
take place! 

As ehe wacers of Noah's Flood con
tinued to rise over higher and higher 
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ground, larger and larger mammals were 
caught up in the swirling waters and 
buried in the mud and silt. 

In the rocks laid down in the middle 
of the sedimentS deposited by Noah's 
Flood, geologists have found, "The true 
carnivores ( flesh earers), among which 
were dogs, small foxlike animals, true 
cats, saber·toothed cats . .. wild turkeys 
and ... 'peccaries'" (Stinon, Time, 
Life alld Man, p. 324). 

Mistaken Ages 

Geologists falsely assume that [he 
larger mammals evolved slowly over eons 
of time from the smaller mammals. 
What the fossil record really proves is 
that the larger mammals died late.,! 

In the upper sedimentary layers of 
Noah's Flood (so-called Miocene rocks), 
Dunbar states that "catde, sheep and 
goatS [which] belong to the family Bo
vidae. [and] which also includes rhe 
bison, the musk ox, and the antelopes 
.. . " are found (Hiltorical Geology, p. 
415 ). 

The cattle. sheep and goats were 
buried in rhe upper sedimentary rocks 
laid down by Noah's Flood, because they 
grazed on the high plains and in the 
mountain valleys. They were therefore 
buried in the mud and silt in the later 
stages of Noah's Flood. They were not 
evolving, as geologists assume-they 
were fieeing! 

One final puzzle can easily be under· 
stood in the light of Bible truth. Geolo
gists do not realize why the fossil record 
in the highest rock layers laid down by 
Noah's Flood is often difficult, if nOt 
impossible to interpret. Your Bible again 
makes clear the answer. "The waters re· 
turned from off the earth continually . .. " 
(Gen. 8:3). In other words, for ISO 
days great tides rolled back and forth
mixing and remixing the mud of the 
sedimencary layers as the floodwaters 
receded. 

Yes, the Bible llandl proved! The key 
to understanding the geology of [he 
ancieot rocks is at last revealed! The 
KNOWLEDGE has been in the Bible all 
these years. 

The Bible Also Reveals the Future 

Not only does the Bible reveal the 
past, but the Bible also reveals the 
future. 

The inspited Word of God c1eaIly 

The PLAIN TRUTH 

reveals a final destruction-this time by 
fire (Rev. 20:15). 

But the third and final destruction of 
the eanh by fire is not the end of this 
earth! 

No! Jesus Christ showed the apostle 
John in a vision a New Heaven and a 
New Earth. It will appear after the third 
and final world·wide destruction. 

John reveals what he saw in a vision, 
"And I saw a new heaven and a new 
earth .. " (Rev. 21:1) . 

Your Bible makes clear that all men 
who ever lived will either be in the 
Family of God in chis creation or they 
will have been cast inro (he lake of fire 
in the third and final destruction of the 
earth! 

The choice is ours to make-The 
Kingdom of God, or the lake of fire: 

Jesus Christ had the apostle John 
write, "Blessed are they that DO Hrs 
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COMMANDMENTS, [hat they may have 
right to the tree of life, and may emer 
in through the gates into the cicy" (Rev. 
22:14). 

With God's help, if we choose now 
to fepenc, to beUeve, to OVERCOME, and 
to grow in the grace and the knowledge 
of Jesus Christ, we shall soon sit WITH 

Christ and rule [he nations for a 1000 
years! After the 1000 years is over there 
will be a final resurrection of those who 
lived and died in ignorance. God will 
then use us to teach every man who has 
ever lived the way to peace and to hap· 
piness. That's when Darwin will learn 
how wrong he was! That's when all [he 
theologians will learn the Bible is right 
after all! Those who refuse ro believe 
and practice the t[uth will rhen perish 
by fire-the SECOND DEATH. All who 
obey will live and reign in a new crea· 
tion. 

"LIVING FOSSILS" 
(Continued from page 16) 

ferent kinds of planes and animals. But 
these kinds are aU separated by great 
gaps. No evolving fossil has ever been 
found! That is WHY "bridgeless gaps" 
exist in nature and why [here are "miss
ing links" in the fossil record between 
one kind and another kind! No kind 
has ever evolved into anOther kindl 

Could anything be plainer? 
No life forms have ever changed be

yond the bounds which God has set for 
them. "Living fossils" constitute irref
tttable proof that animals and plants do 
not bridge rhe gap from one kind to 
another-even though the evolutionary 
theory allows them countless ages in 
which to evolve! 

The proof given by "living fossils" 
stares the evolutionist in the face. The 
facts of the world around us show 1~O 

real elloltttio1~ taking place--only vari
ation within the "kind ." The evolution
ist has no an,HUe., for these problems 
and can only "marvel" that for some 
unknown reason these plants and ani
mals have not evolved! 

The FACTS of science-which are 
often at total variance with the theories 
of science-show two great destruc
tions, and the evidence of variation of 

life within the limits God has set. 
Scientists 1llwt admit that twO exact (or 
nearly exact) variations of life that 
have lived on barh sides of the pre· 
Adamic destruction are "living fos
sils." The evolutionary theory says these 
cwo creatures have lived millions of 
years apart-yet withom much change! 
The proof is before their eyes! 

Actually scientists would be forced 
to admit the existence of many more 
"jiving fossils" if they realized the vari· 
arions possible within the bounds God 
has set. More forms of life are actually 
related to each other and have 1~ot 

been called "living fossils." They look 
different enough from other varieties of 
their "kind" that scientists place them 
in anOther group and say they have 
"evolved." ThiJ iJ 1JOI evolutionl This 
is a cover·up of the facts! 

Their own theories have deluded 
chern even funher from the truth ( II 
Tim. 3: 13 ) . The truth is so limple, yet 
so difficult fot one doped by this world's 
erroneous education to understand! (I 
Cor. 3:18-20.) A return to the Sctip
tures, to a correct classification of life 
forms, to a correct timetable solves "the 
great mysteries" of evolutionary science. 

I 




